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ABSTRACT
Attachment Changes Post-Conversion in Committed Converts to
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
Laurie Page
Department of Counseling Psychology and Special Education, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
Religious conversion has been described as a “spiritual transformation” where converts
experience an “intimate ‘union’…[with] divine presence” (Sandage & Shults, 2007). To better
understand motivators of conversion, several studies have examined how attachment patterns
affect the likelihood, and speed of religious conversion (e.g., Granqvist & Hagekull, 1999;
Granqvist & Kirkpatrick, 2004; Kirkpatrck, 1998; Kirkpatrick & Shaver, 1990; Schnitker, Porter,
Emmons, & Barrett, 2012). Converts’ changes in personality, self-definition, and
meaningfulness following conversion have been noted (Halama and Lačná , 2011; Paloutzian,
Richardson, & Rambo, 1999). However, little, if any research has been conducted examining
changes in attachment patterns of converts that occur following conversion. The current study, a
follow-up to Hansen, Page, Fischer, and Williams (2014), examined the post-conversion
attachment changes for 39 committed converts to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints (ranging in time since baptism from 2 months to 35 years). Interviews were conducted
previously (see Hansen, et al., 2014) in a semi-structured format by two undergraduate
researchers (ranging from 30-60 minutes in length) and then transcribed by a third undergraduate
research assistant. Two additional research assistants listened to the recordings and edited the
transcriptions (Hansen, et al., 2014). Beginning with a theory-driven conceptual framework in
the analysis, a qualitative hermeneutic interpretive method (see Jackson & Patton,1992; Kvale &
Brinkmann, 2009) was used in the current study to explore the converts’ transcripts. The
converts were not asked specific questions regarding their relationships at the time of the
interview. However, the converts spontaneously revealed various attachments patterns in the
way that they spoke of themselves, their family, and their friends in their narratives. Three
overarching themes were drawn from the analysis. The converts (a) demonstrated evidence of
attachment patterns in their narratives; (b) experienced a spiritual conversion or an experience of
having a new or closer relationship with God beyond a projection of their parental attachment
style; and (c) experienced a spiritual restructuring of their attachment patterns. In other words,
they described feeling that their closer relationship with God dramatically changed the way they
viewed themselves and how they interacted in relationships with others. The findings of this
study have implications for understanding the impact of spirituality on attachment patterns.

Keywords: religious conversion, attachment, attachment to God, The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints, conversion career approach, hermeneutic, qualitative
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DESCRIPTION OF DISSERTATION FORMAT
This dissertation, Attachment Changes Post-Conversion in Committed Converts to The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, is formatted differently than the typical dissertation
layout. Instead of having sections separated by chapters (as are most traditional dissertations),
the body of this dissertation is written in the length and style of a standard journal article. The
full literature review is included as one of the appendices to the body of the text. The
preliminary pages and supporting documents in the appendices in this document remain in the
traditional dissertation format.

1
Attachment Changes Post-Conversion in Committed Converts to
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
To be converted, to be regenerated, to receive grace, to experience religion, to gain an
assurance, are so many phrases which denote the process, gradual or sudden, by which a
self hitherto divided, and consciously wrong[,] inferior[,] and unhappy, becomes unified
and consciously right[,] superior[,] and happy, in consequence of its firmer hold upon
religious realities. (James, 1902/2007, p. 176)
William James was essentially the first psychologist to write about religious conversion
in his seminal work, Varieties of Religious Experience (1902/2007). He, in a sense, legitimized
the scientific study of religious experiences by arguing that spiritual phenomena are no more
removed from reality than any other scientific pursuit.
Since James’ time, researchers from a range of behavioral science fields have tried to
capture the depth and complexity of religious conversion by presenting various descriptions,
categories, and levels of the experience. For example, Travisano (1978) differentiated types of
religious conversion by a convert’s level of transition. He designated the term conversion to
describe a dramatic change in one’s identity in which one is wholly committed to a new cause.
He used the term alternation to describe those who have affiliated with a new religious
organization, but whose beliefs have only slightly changed.
Several researchers have presented models for understanding converts’ motivation and/or
precursors to religious conversion. Lofland and Stark (1965) identified seven conditions that a
person must experience to be motivated for religious conversion: (a) a perceived tension; (b) a
problem-solving perspective; (c) religious seeking; (d) a life turning point; (e) positive contact
with the new religious group; (f) outside relationships that are supportive of the conversion or, if
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negative, the neutralization of their disapproval; and (g) a high level of participation with the
religious group. Another explanation commonly applied to religious conversion is rational
choice theory (e.g., Gartrell & Shannon, 1985; Stark & Finke, 2000), a concept borrowed from
economics. This theory holds that converts are rational actors choosing between competing
religious organizations. Rational choice theory has been criticized because findings in
behavioral economics challenge the notion that choices are strictly based on rational reasoning
(see Ariely, 2008). Ariely, Loewenstein, and Prelec (2006) argued, instead, that choices are
influenced by “coherent arbitrariness” and that major life decisions “involve streams of
heterogeneous experiences that are… even more vulnerable to arbitrary influences and
conventions” (Ariely, et al., 2006, p. 8). Thus, from this perspective, rational choice theory fails
to account for the lived experiences in which choices are made, which would include the order
and the way in which religious groups are encountered (see Ariely, 2008).
More recent models of religious conversion include Gooren’s conversion career approach
(2007, 2010) and Rambo’s (1989) process oriented model (see also Rambo & Bauman, 2012).
Gooren (2007, 2010) defined various levels and patterns of religious activity: pre-affiliation,
disaffiliation, affiliation, conversion, and confession. Confession denotes the highest level of
participation and a strong “missionary attitude” toward those outside the religious group.
Although Gooren argued that the levels should not necessarily be considered developmental
stages, he explained that people often move from one level to another. The conversion career
approach is inclusive of a variety of factors in the context of conversion: contingency factors,
social factors, institutional factors, cultural factors, and personality factors. Gooren claimed
that analysis of such factors can aid researchers in identifying converts’ shifts in levels of
religious activity. In addition, he recommended that researchers could distinguish the five levels
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using conversion indicators originally introduced by Snow and Machalek (1983) and reflected in
the following attributes: (a) making biographical reconstructions, (b) adopting a master
attribution scheme, (c) suspending analogical reasoning, and (d) embracing the new role. Rambo
(1989) similarly presented a holistic model. He described conversion as a “process,” explaining
that “conversion is contextual and cannot be extricated from the fabric of relationships,
processes, and ideologies which provide the matrix of religious change” (p. 48). In keeping with
Rambo’s model, the term conversion in this paper will refer to a process, rather than a single
event (e.g., baptism).
Other researchers have focused on changes that occur for converts after they have
experienced a religious conversion. Zinnbauer and Pargament (1998) found that converts
reported increases in self-esteem and improvements in self-identity following conversion.
Similarly, Pargament (1997) noted that converts experienced a change in self-definition after
undergoing religious conversion. Paloutzian, Richardson, and Rambo (1999) argued that
individual personality temperaments and traits remain relatively stable post-conversion, whereas
other aspects of personality such as personal concerns, strivings, identity, and self-definition
could change dramatically depending on the degree to which one converted. Halama and Lačná
(2011) found, however, that converts reported several significant personality changes following
conversion. In a finding that questions Paloutzian, et al.’s (1999) notion that personality traits
remain stable following conversion, Halama and Lačná (2011) noted that converts’ levels of selfesteem, agreeableness, conscientiousness, and extraversion increased, while levels of narcissism
decreased. The converts also reported a significant increase in meaningfulness.
Although not specifically focused on converts, Richardson (1995) performed a literature
review concerning members of new religious movements and found that new religious
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movement members experienced a variety of positive outcomes including higher levels of
perceived social support, lower levels of depression, higher levels of emotional openness, higher
levels of introspection, and lower levels of social anxiety. These outcomes are consistent with
the general finding that adaptive forms of spirituality and religiosity are positively correlated
with mental health and wellbeing (see Hackney & Sanders, 2003; Rogers, Skidmore,
Montgomery, Reidhead, & Reidhead, 2012; Rowold, 2011; Ryan & Francis, 2012). In addition,
certain religious beliefs appear to strengthen marital bonds (Lichter & Carmalt, 2009; Mahoney
et al., 1999; Mahoney, Pargament, Murray-Swank, & Murray-Swank, 2003; Mahoney,
Pargament, Tarakeshwar, & Swank, 2001). However, more research is needed to better
understand the impact of religious conversion on psychological well-being.
Attachment
Attachment theory is a construct that could be utilized to further understand the depth of
religious conversion. Attachment theory conceptualizes “the propensity of human beings to
make strong affectional bonds to particular others” (Bowlby, 1977, p. 201). Various findings
support the notion that healthy attachments contribute to positive mental health outcomes (e.g.,
Cooper, Shaver, & Collins, 1998; He, Zhang, & Yang, 2010; Love & Murdock, 2004;
Nishikawa, Hägglöf, & Sundbom, 2010). Conversely, insecure attachments have been correlated
with negative mental health outcomes (e.g., Allen, McElhaney, Kuperminc, & Jodl, 2004;
Berger, Jodl, Allen, McElhaney, & Kuperminc, 2005; Kuscu et al., 2009; Nishikawa, et al.,
2010).
The history of attachment research has been described as developing across three phases:
first, the introduction of attachment theory by John Bowlby; second, Mary Ainsworth’s empirical
research and development of the attachment theory; and third, the expansion and application of
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attachment theory to adults and relationships across the lifespan (Main, 1996). During the 1990s
the study of adult attachments became one of the most widely published research areas in
personality and social psychology (Simpson & Rholes, 1998).
To expand the theoretical framework of attachment theory, Bartholomew and Horowitz
(1991) proposed a four-group model of attachment style in which positive or negative self- and
other-models underlie the basic patterns of secure attachment and insecure attachment (including
preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful attachments). Secure attachment designates a positive view
of self and others. Insecure attachment can designate a combination of feelings and perceptions
including, “a sense of unworthiness (unlovability)… an expectation that others will be negatively
disposed (untrustworthy and rejecting)… [and] a negative disposition toward other people”
(Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991, p. 227). Figure 1 depicts the four-group model. Dilmaç,
Hamarta, and Arslan (2009) added to this conceptual definition of attachment by researching
how locus of control (see Rotter, 1966) compares to the four-group model of attachment styles.
They found that securely attached individuals had an internal locus of control and insecurely
attached individuals had an external locus of control.

Figure 1. Four-group model of attachment (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991).
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Attachment and Religion
One notable example of the application of attachment theory is its pairing with the study
of religion. Researchers have found that attachment styles of believers are consistent with their
image of God (Noffke & Hall, 2007). For example, those with insecure attachments tended to
have more authoritarian and/or distant representations of God (Granqvist, Ivarsson, Broberg, &
Hagekull, 2007; Kirkpatrick & Shaver, 1992). Byrd and Boe (2001) compared attachment styles
with types of prayer and found that “avoidance [was] negatively associated with prayer that
maintains closeness with God without making material requests” (p. 21). In other words,
avoidant attachment was negatively correlated with contemplative and conversational types of
prayer. They also found that individuals with anxious attachment patterns were more likely to
use help-seeking/pleading styles of prayer.
Two competing hypotheses have been used in the literature to describe how religious
behaviors relate to attachment theory: the correspondence hypothesis and the compensation
hypothesis (Granqvist & Kirkpatrick, 2008; Kirkpatrick, 1994; Kirkpatrick & Shaver, 1990).
According to the correspondence hypothesis, human attachment patterns often correspond with
patterns of attachment to deity, and according to the compensation hypothesis, people turn to
God to compensate for the unavailability or loss of a principle attachment figure (Beck, 2006).
Much of the support for the compensation hypothesis comes from studies which support the
notion that insecure persons are more likely to experience sudden religious conversion than
secure persons (e.g., Granqvist & Hagekull, 1999; Granqvist & Kirkpatrick, 2004; Kirkpatrick,
1998; Kirkpatrick & Shaver, 1990; Schnitker, Porter, Emmons, & Barrett, 2012). However, both
hypotheses have received support in the literature (Hall, Fujikawa, Halcrow, Hill, & Delaney,
2009). Hall et al. (2009) argued that this mixed evidence is the result of an unclear
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compensation model and an overly simplified explanation of spirituality in the literature. They
suggested that religiosity should be considered on both an implicit (e.g., one’s relationship with
God) and an explicit level (e.g., outward behaviors and conscious beliefs). They proposed and
found support for the notion that implicit levels of spirituality correspond with adult romantic
attachments, and explicit levels of spirituality serve as compensation for adults with insecure
attachments.
Most of the research regarding God image and attachment is based on the naturalistic
assumption that the reality of God’s existence is irrelevant in empirical research (O'Grady &
Richards, 2007). From such a perspective, attachment to God is a static and/or one-sided
concept. These studies lack the richness to be found in relational constructions of attachment to
God. Some researchers have not only used a relational construct, but have also described God
image as a more dynamic concept, one that can change as the individuals’ relationship with God
further develops (e.g., Hall & Brokaw, 1995; Owen, 2005; Parker, 1999; Poll & Smith, 2003).
Religious conversion research may provide an important avenue for examining such changes.
Attachment and Religious Conversion
Researchers have paired religious conversion with attachment theory when considering
the factors that influence conversion. For example, as noted above, researchers have correlated
the length of time one takes to convert with the relative security of one’s human attachments and
found that individuals with insecure attachments are more likely to experience sudden religious
conversion than individuals with secure attachments (e.g., Granqvist & Hagekull, 1999;
Granqvist & Kirkpatrick, 2004; Kirkpatrick, 1998; Kirkpatrick & Shaver, 1990; Schnitker, et al.,
2012). These studies, and the bulk of research concerning religious conversion and attachment,
were primarily focused on converts’ attachments prior to conversion. Two dissertations,
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however, investigated converts’ attachments after the conversion occurred. Loewen (2009)
performed a qualitative study with married adult converts who converted to the same religion as
their spouse and found that converts reported their marriages were positively influenced by their
new religious values, and that they felt increased commitment to their spouses. Warner (2006)
explored the nature of the father/son relationship before and after the father’s Christian
conversion and found that the father/son relationship improved in the following areas: (a),
increased quality and quantity of time spent together, (b), increased emotional and physical
affection, (c), increased communication, and (d), the fathers’ increased thoughtfulness of their
leadership roles and the sons’ increased appreciation of their fathers’ influence. These studies
support that notion that human relationships change and are positively affected by religious
conversion.
Most of the literature on conversion and attachment, of which a sample has been
reviewed here, examines how converts’ attachment histories influence their religious
conversions. Very little research has been devoted to changes in attachment that occur after
religious conversion. If religious conversion is indeed a dramatic change in one’s identity, as
according to Travisano (1978), or a transformation of one’s “universe of discourse”, as according
to Snow and Machalek (1983), then we can expect dramatic changes to occur in the life of the
convert post-conversion. Mahoney and Pargament (2004) argued that conversion is unique from
other types of personal transformation because conversion involves “the integration of the sacred
into the destinations and pathways” that are adopted by the individual (p. 487). Research
examining post-conversion attachment changes will contribute to the expanding literature of
religious conversion and spirituality. In particular, the current qualitative study in its
examination of post-conversion attachment changes contributes to the expanding literature of
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religion and spirituality by focusing on this one aspect of a relational understanding of persons
and spirituality (e.g. Sandage & Shults, 2007).
Current Study
The current study employed a qualitative design using data from semi-structured
interviews of forty Latter-day Saint (LDS) committed converts’ post-conversion experiences
(Hansen, Page, Fischer, & Williams, 2014). Early phases of the prior analysis indicated that
post-conversion changes in attachment did occur. Further analysis was needed, however, to
understand what these specific changes were. The current study is a continuation of this prior
study and looks specifically at attachment patterns pre-conversion and post-conversion.
Thus far, most of the literature on conversion and attachment examines how converts’
attachment history influences their religious conversions. This study differs from previous
research in that it focuses on attachment changes post-religious conversion. In other words,
rather than studying how conversion is affected by attachments, this researcher focused on how
converts attributed changes in their attachments to their conversions. Based on an earlier study
(Hansen, et al., 2014), themes emerged which provided initial support for the notion that
converts did indeed experience changes in their attachments after undergoing religious
conversion to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (LDS). The current study utilized a
qualitative design to analyze previously collected semi-structured interviews (Hansen, et al.,
2014) to explore the types of changes in attachments experienced by committed converts after
joining the LDS Church, in both their individual and collective narrative.
The LDS Church provides an interesting context for studying converts’ experiences
because it is a centrally organized institution and its doctrines are uniformly taught crossnationally (Porter, 2011). Members are encouraged to live similar lifestyle practices which
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include participating in personal daily prayer and scripture study (Golden, 2007), attending
weekly Sunday services (Perry, 2006), paying tithing and caring for the poor (The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (LDS Church), 2011a), following health practices such as
getting adequate sleep (LDS Church, 2000a) and abstaining from coffee, tea, alcohol, and
tobacco (LDS Church, 1998), and following the law of chastity which means abstaining from
pre-marital sex and practicing monogamy within marriage (LDS Church, 2011b). Members are
taught that all persons are children of a loving Heavenly Father, that “marriage is ordained by
God,” and that children are “an heritage of the Lord” (The First Presidency and Council of the
Twelve Apostles of the LDS Church, 1995). Families are encouraged to pray together daily and
to spend at least one evening per week at home together (LDS Church, 2000b). In addition,
members are taught to live in harmony together symbolically as the body of Christ (Holland,
1980). Church congregations are operated by an unpaid ministry (“Lay Leadership,” n.d.).
Congregation members are called upon to speak in Sunday worship services and teach classes
(LDS Church, 2010). Adult LDS members are assigned to visit with and serve fellow members
of their congregation on at least a monthly basis (“Home Teacher,” n.d.).
Method
This study is a continuation, and further in-depth qualitative analysis, of a pre-existing
data set of transcribed interviews of 40 converts (20 North American and 20 international) to the
LDS Church. The data analysis for the original study (Hansen, et al., 2014) occurred in two
phases prior to the current study. The participant data, procedures, and original phases of
analysis are briefly explained here as they pertain to the current study. The method and data
analysis procedures for the current study will then be described in further detail.
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Participants
Participants were a self-identified sample of students or employees of Brigham Young
University (BYU) who responded to flyers posted on campus (Hansen, et al., 2014). (See
Appendix B for a copy of the participant recruitment flyer and Appendix C for the consent
form.) They were offered $10 for their participation in the study. To be included in the study,
participants were required to meet following criteria: (a) at least 17 years of age; (b) at least 12
years old at age of baptism; and, (c) conversion was not caused by the family converting together
as a group. Forty LDS convert participants were randomly selected for interviews from the 60
persons who responded to the poster. Twenty of the participants were originally from the United
States, and 20 were international students from 15 countries outside the United States and
Canada. The ages of participants ranged from 17-54 (M=26.6). Twenty-three of the converts
were female and 17 were male. One male was dropped from the analysis for reasons which will
be further detailed. Table 1 specifies the demographic information of the 39 convert participants
used in the analysis.
Procedures
The converts participated in interviews conducted in 2007 by two LDS undergraduate research
assistants who had been trained in qualitative interview technique. The interviews were
conducted in a semi-structured format (Hill, Thompson, & Williams, 1997) and they ranged from
30-60 minutes in length. (See Table 2 for a list of guiding questions used by the interviewers.)
Interviewees signed a consent form and then completed a brief demographic questionnaire before
beginning the interview. Interviews were digitally recorded and then transcribed by a third
undergraduate research assistant. Two additional research assistants (one of whom is the author
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of the current study) listened to the recordings of the interviews and edited the transcriptions as
an additional validity check.
Table 1
Demographic Information for Convert Participants
Time Since Baptism
< 4 years

N
14

5-10 years

16

> 10 years

9

Family Marital History
Parents married

28

Parents divorced

11

Prior Religion
10

Christian, non-Catholic

12

atheist, agnostic, "no religion"

5
12

Education
In college

Female

N
23

Male

16

Age
≤ 23

15

24-30

16

≥ 31

8

Ethnicity

Catholic
non-Christian religion

Gender

24

College degree

6

Some graduate school

2

Graduate degree

7

North American Sample
European American

14

Latin-American

3

African American

3

International Sample
South & Central
American
East Asian
former Soviet bloc
Participant
Total

Table 2
Interview Questions Used to Guide Qualitative Interviews
How did you come to join the LDS church?
Tell me about your conversion experience. What was your previous
religious/spiritual culture?
What do you like/dislike about your previous experience before converting?
How is LDS culture similar/different?
Tell me about the process of adapting to the LDS culture?
Was it consistently easy or hard or did it vary?
Were there parts of your pre LDS experience that you kept and parts you did
not?
How did you make these choices?
How has your thinking changed? Your emotions/feelings? Your behavior?
How do you experience LDS doctrine and LDS culture?

6
6
7
39
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Original Study Phase One Analysis
During the original study, transcripts were read and analyzed for themes across converts’
post-conversion narratives. Utilizing a variation of the Consensual Qualitative Research (CQR)
approach (Hill, et al., 1997), the research team precluded developing hypotheses prior to their
analysis in order to remain open to findings they might otherwise not have anticipated. The
author of the current study was one of the members of the original research team that performed
a qualitative analysis of the interviews. A preliminary theme that emerged from the first analysis
was that converts experienced changes in their attachment to God and to others following their
conversion to the LDS Church. For further details regarding the original analysis, including
other prominent themes that emerged, see Hansen, et al., 2014.
Original Study Phase Two Analysis
After the first phase of analysis, two raters from the team (one of whom is the author of
this study) reread all of the transcripts in order to categorize the converts according to Gooren’s
(2007) individual levels of religious activity (i.e., pre-affiliation, affiliation, conversion,
confession, and disaffiliation). For specific details regarding the classification criteria for each
level of religious activity, see Hansen, et al., 2014. Thirty-nine of the 40 converts were
categorized in the confession stage. One convert did not meet criteria as a confessing convert
and was categorized in the disaffiliation stage. He was dropped from analysis in the original
study (Hansen, et al., 2014). The disaffiliated convert was also excluded from the analysis of the
current study. The disaffiliated convert will be mentioned further in the discussion section. The
intent of the current study was to draw themes from the narratives of multiple committed
converts. All of the participants in the analysis of the current study were active converts to the
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LDS Church and were considered to be in the same conversion career stage (confessing) at the
time of their interview (see Gooren, 2007, 2010).
Current Study Design
The current study utilized a theory-driven conceptual framework in the analysis to gain
greater depth around the theme of post-conversion attachment changes. Although theory-driven
approaches are not widely used in qualitative research, several health researchers have used them
in guiding their qualitative analyses (MacFarlane & O'Reilly-de Brún, 2012). Strong (1991)
argued for the importance of theory-driven research to aid the pursuit of scientific knowledge in
counseling psychology; his argument, however, was based on the notion that theory-driven
methods are purely quantitative and that qualitative methods are “naïve empiricism.” Patton and
Jackson (1991) responded to Strong and argued that “theory-driven methods are not exclusively
quantitative, nor are empirical methods exclusively qualitative” (p. 214). They further argued
that both theory-driven and empirical approaches to research are useful in the pursuit of scientific
knowledge, each answering different questions, and that qualitative methods can be used in both
approaches. MacFarlane and O’Reilly-de Brun (2012) argued that beginning with a theory or
orienting concept in qualitative approach, when used critically, can add “conceptual density” to
findings.
A theory-driven design was chosen for this research as the logical extension to the
exploratory design previously employed (i.e., Hansen, et al., 2014). As noted, one of the themes
that emerged from the analysis by the original research team was that converts experienced
changes in attachment following conversion. The original research team did not intend to use
attachment theory to explain the findings before beginning the analysis, but the idea of
employing attachment theory as a descriptor of changes came about organically through the
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group’s discussions. The current study, as a continuation of the original study (i.e., Hansen, et
al., 2014), utilized the lens of attachment theory as a tool to help make meaning of the converts’
stories. Although beginning with a working theory could have potentially blinded the
researchers to new ideas in some respects, the decision to use attachment theory as a guide was
made intentionally so as to provide the current research team the opportunity to achieve greater
depth in findings.
A hermeneutic interpretive method (Jackson & Patton, 1992; Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009)
was used to analyze the convert transcripts. As Jackson and Patton (1992) have commented, the
hermeneutic interpretive method is difficult to describe as it does not contain a “delineated
stepwise procedure in itself” (Jackson & Patton, 1992, Method section, para.1). Rather, the
process is better explained as a set of guiding principles beginning with the researchers’
recognition of their own biases and a dedicated effort on the part of the researchers to continue to
question findings and seek out contradictions (Jackson & Patton, 1992; Kvale & Brinkmann,
2009). According to Kvale and Brinkmann (2009), analysis occurs during and throughout the
process of data gathering, and themes are developed as a “continuous back-and-forth process
between parts and the whole” (p. 210). Informed by these concepts, the analysis for the current
study occurred through a process of reading, discussing, meaning-making, revisiting data,
revising, and drawing themes. Jackson and Patton (1992) explained how findings develop and
evolve through the hermeneutic process:
Hermeneutic analysis cannot really be conceptualized in terms of “beginning” and “end”
other than those arbitrarily determined by the researcher. The process over the course of
an analysis can best be likened to a “spiral” (Polkinghorne, 1983) of deepening
meaning—again, similar to the experience of reading and pondering literature. Though
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one returns again and again to the phenomenon (or text), the experience is not simply
repetitive because the depth of understanding achieved by each “re-reading” has
increased. The understanding of a phenomenon does not literally begin with a study nor
does it end when results are recorded. A deeper level of understanding is conveyed,
however, by the willingness to ignore prior conceptualizations of the phenomena and
“see them again for the first time.” (Method section, para.4)
Although the analysis for this study was based on initial findings of previously collected
data (Hansen, et al., 2014), the integrity of a hermeneutic approach was honored because analysis
occurred with circular fluidity (see Jackson & Patton, 1992; Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). This
paper presents the method section and the results section in a mutually exclusive, linear fashion,
but in reality the processes of method and results were interwoven (see Jackson & Patton, 1992;
Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). The data analysis section will describe this process as accurately as
possible without changing the format of this paper (i.e., inserting the method section into the
results section). This fluidity of methodology is intentional on the part of the principle
researcher, as it is a more accurate description of the hermeneutic process (see Jackson & Patton,
1992).
Current Study Data Analysis
Two undergraduate research assistants were hired and trained in hermeneutic qualitative
analysis (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). These two students and the author of this study reread the
transcripts, paying attention to each convert’s report of his or her relationships and attitudes
toward self and others. Before the analysis began the research assistants were briefed on the
findings from the original study (i.e., Hansen, et al., 2014) and were trained in the basic
principles of attachment theory. After the initial training, the group met on a weekly basis for
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three months. The group followed a coordinated reading schedule and all group members read
the same transcripts independently each week. Then during meetings the group discussed their
individual observations. The meetings were held in an open discussion format and
disagreements were a welcome part of the process as the readers expressed their opinions.
The team focused the discussions on attachment themes, specifically looking at each
convert’s descriptions of her or his relationships with God, family, friends, church congregations,
church culture, and self, prior to, during, and following conversion. Each convert narrative was
individually considered in detail and the group discussed what changes, if any, they noticed in
the converts’ relationships. As mentioned earlier, post-conversion change in attachment was an
early theme that emerged from the first phase of analysis in the original study (i.e., Hansen, et
al., 2014). Therefore, the research team began with the expectation that further analysis
regarding this theme would be possible. However, the team remained open to the possibility that
this theme might not be present in all of the narratives, and that specific types of changes could
potentially vary widely by individual. During these discussions, the group noticed several
patterns in the converts’ descriptions of their relationships and their feelings towards themselves
and others.
The team included a discussion of the evidence of the security or insecurity of the
converts and agreed upon whether or not attachment patterns were evidenced by most of the
converts in the analysis. Early in the analysis process, the team noticed that the majority of
converts talked about their own attachment patterns (without using attachment terminology) in
their narratives. (This evidence of attachment patterns emerged as the first theme in the analysis
and will be discussed in greater detail in the results section.) The security or insecurity of
converts’ attachment patterns was evidenced in their descriptions of trust/distrust or
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acceptance/avoidance of self and others over time. In noticing these patterns, the group decided
to identify which converts were evidencing patterns of secure or insecure attachment. Therefore,
after discussing each convert narrative holistically, the group decided whether they felt there was
sufficient evidence to classify the convert as securely or insecurely attached before conversion.
This decision was based on the converts’ own self-report as well as the researchers’ combined
innate perceptions about each convert following the discussions. The group used the basic
underlying structure of positive or negative self- and other-models proposed by Griffin and
Horowitz (1991) as a definition to guide their understanding of secure and insecure attachment.
According to Griffin and Horowitz (1991), secure attachment indicates “a sense of worthiness
(lovability) plus an expectation that other people are generally accepting and responsive” (p.
227); and insecure attachment can indicate a combination of feelings and perceptions including,
“a sense of unworthiness (unlovability)… an expectation that others will be negatively disposed
(untrustworthy and rejecting)… [and/or] a negative disposition toward other people” (p. 227).
(See Figure 1 for a visual depiction of the four-group model.) The converts were not asked
specific questions regarding their relationships at the time of the interview (see Table 2 for
guiding interview questions), so the group could not classify every convert as securely or
insecurely attached according to a detailed coding system.
At the conclusion of these meetings, the author of this study held a series of discussions
with the principle researcher of the original study (i.e., Hansen, et al., 2014). The initial purpose
of these secondary discussions was to provide a validity check of the findings that emerged from
the meetings with the undergraduate researchers. Through these secondary discussions,
however, findings continued to develop and emerge, and as a result of this process, the author
and the principle researcher of the original study continued to redefine the overarching themes
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that will be outlined in the results section of this paper. As part of this process, the author
reviewed notes from the discussions with the undergraduate researchers, summarized their
findings, and presented these ideas to the principle researcher of the original study. The two then
discussed meanings and other potential areas to investigate. Both researchers continued to revisit
the transcripts during this time, and the third theme (which will be discussed in detail in the
results section) emerged from these discussions as findings were reviewed and individual convert
narratives were revisited. This back-and-forth process included questioning findings, revisiting
transcripts, and continuing in the process of meaning-making until both researchers felt confident
about the results.
Researcher Assumptions
The principle researcher made several assumptions in approaching this analysis. First, it
was assumed that it would be possible to distill attachment styles from the convert narratives.
This assumption included the supposition that converts were forthright in their interviews and
not coerced in their answers. The strengths and weaknesses of this methodological approach are
further mentioned in the limitations section. In addition, there are several assumptions
associated with the principle researcher’s theistic worldview, beginning with the belief in the
existence of God. This assumption meant that the researcher took seriously the converts’
descriptions of spiritual feelings and phenomena. Further, it was assumed that God is a
relational being with whom converts could develop a relationship and that confessing converts
(meeting Goreen’s, 2007, 2010 criteria) desired to continue on the path of conversion to the LDS
church. This researcher assumed that some approaches to religious observance are adaptive and
can bring positive psychological consequences and some are maladaptive and can bring negative
psychological consequences. If the principle researcher had started with other assumptions, the
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findings of this study might have been different. However, this study is also undergirded by the
assumption that the hermeneutic interpretive method produces trustworthy results because the
researchers’ biases always remain in question with regard to the findings.
Results
In a focused analysis of the converts’ descriptions of their relationships with themselves,
others, and God, three themes emerged and are elaborated here. The first was simply that
through their narratives various converts described patterns of secure and insecure attachments
both before and after baptism. Secondly, converts reported a spiritual conversion beyond a
projection of their parental attachment style. Whether securely and insecurely attached, converts
provided descriptions of growing closer to God through the conversion process. Thirdly, the
converts experienced what this study author has labeled a spiritual restructuring of attachments
through their newfound relationship with God. Both securely or insecurely attached converts
reported that the process of conversion changed their relationships with themselves, others, and
God. Converts who were classified as securely attached before conversion also appeared to
experience a deepening of their human relationships as they grew closer to God. Converts who
were classified as insecurely attached before conversion dramatically changed their human
relationships through their relationship with God. In both cases the converts described the way
God had become an intervening and life-shaping force in their relationships.
Theme 1: Evidence of Convert Attachment Patterns
Although attachment patterns were not specifically addressed by the interviewers, these
patterns became apparent as the stories of the converts unfolded. They told their experiences in
relation to their context, which included themselves, their family, and their friends. Some
converts placed more emphasis on their relationships than other converts, but the majority of the
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converts (approximately 90%) presented some evidence of attachment patterns. As gleaned from
the converts’ narratives, the researchers found converts who demonstrated insecure attachments
before and shortly after baptism, as well as converts who demonstrated secure attachments
before and shortly after baptism, irrespective of any support they did or did not receive from
their family and friends. Secure and insecure attachment are defined here according to Griffin
and Horowitz’s (1991) underlying structural description of attachment patterns—in which
reported positive self- and other-perceptions are used to indicate secure attachment, and reported
negative self-perceptions or negative other-perceptions combined with positive or negative selfor other-perceptions are used to indicate insecure attachment. Using this approach,
approximately 40% of the converts seemed to have secure attachment patterns prior to
conversion, and approximately 50% of the converts seemed to have insecure attachment patterns
prior to conversion. The remaining 10% of converts spoke about their relationships, but did not
go into enough detail for the researchers to consider their pre-conversion attachment patterns.
Many converts who appeared securely attached spoke positively about their relationships
with their parents and families prior to conversion. One female convert from Columbia said, “I
have this wonderful relationship with my parents all my life…” As she talked over her decision
to be baptized with her parents, she reported that they were supportive and told her they knew
they could trust her decisions, “I remember my parents telling me that they knew… I don’t…
[make] crazy decisions and I like to…know the benefits and the things that may not be beneficial
to me… I had total… support from them.” Other converts spoke respectfully of their upbringing
and included descriptions of extended family, as explained by a female convert from Mongolia
“[After I was baptized] I kept lots of things that my grandfather and parents used to teach me—
like to be honest and helping others because I grew up like that.” It should be noted, however,
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that not all converts who appeared securely attached received support from their families
regarding their conversion to the LDS faith. Some who expressed sadness spoke of their
concerns about stepping away from family traditions. A Peruvian female convert emphasized
this point: “I thought I was going to be betraying my family… and I was going to become too
different from them.”
The converts who seemed to be securely attached prior to conversion made friends easily
with their new LDS congregations, and they perceived themselves as warmly received by others
both before and shortly after their baptisms. A white North American male described his
feelings of comfort when he first joined the LDS Church: “As I went to church I felt instantly
comfortable. The members welcomed me. They treated me as their son or their brother so in
that sense the transition into membership was easy…” A similar sense of trust was demonstrated
by a Nepalese male convert who had been baptized just two months prior to his interview:
“Everywhere we go, everyone is so willing to help us. Everybody is trying to be friendly…we
didn’t have homesickness, because we had friends from all over and they were trying to learn
from us—not trying to impose their things—but trying to learn from us.”
Converts with secure attachment patterns also seemed confident in their perceptions of
themselves. They talked about their decisions from the framework of an internal locus of control
(see Rotter, 1966) both before and after conversion. For example, one Puerto Rican female
convert who faced strong opposition from her aunts and uncles about her conversion responded
with intrinsic confidence in her own beliefs: “I just let it roll off of me. I knew it was true and I
ignored everything else that was not true.” She carried this confidence into her interactions with
LDS Church members shortly after her baptism: “Even when members of the Church said
things… I sometimes felt they weren’t saying it with their heart and when people were correcting
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me… [it] really actually hurt me [but] I knew… that they were trying to help me and I shouldn’t
take it in a negative matter [sic].”
Other converts demonstrated insecure patterns of attachment when they spoke of troubled
relationships with their families and negative perceptions of themselves prior to conversion. One
North American white female explained, “I felt extremely unhappy [before I was baptized]… I
didn’t know how to overcome… negative self-talk… and I didn’t know I had worth. I had bad
situations before, people that hurt me and I didn’t know how to deal with that pain so I blamed
myself for everything and I kept putting pain back on myself and it was extremely destructive.”
A Mongolian convert, when talking about his life before conversion, explained, “I didn’t like
anything. I hated my life and I was very distant from my family… I thought maybe I would
suicide myself [sic]… I hated my life because I never heard someone say ‘I love you’ or
encouraging words.” Another convert, a North American white female, described her family of
origin as “dysfunctional.” She said “they [didn’t] accept each other…”
Converts who seemed to have insecure attachment patterns described feelings of distrust
for their new congregations while investigating the LDS Church and shortly following their
baptisms. A North American white male convert did not trust the LDS members who invited
him to sit with them in church. “Families would have me sit with them and I’d think, ‘well
yeah,’ but then I think, ‘you’re just pitying me, you’re making me a charity case’ so… at the
beginning it was difficult.” The Mongolian convert, mentioned above, recalled a time shortly
after his baptism when he was asked to speak in church and he felt threatened by others’
reactions: “I was going to speak… and… I said something and got stuck and… my face turned
red and people were laughing at me and I couldn’t speak. I was really nervous… so I went
outside and went home…” A Chinese female convert who seemed to demonstrate an anxious
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insecure attachment pattern spoke idealistically of others while devaluing herself. She expressed
concern for her ability to live up to Mormons’ expectations of her, and she reported that when
she sometimes wanted to go back to her old ways she told herself, “No, you are wrong! You
shouldn’t think that. What’s wrong with you? You’ve gotten baptized; people treat you so
well… if you do this you will disappoint them.” The convert narratives, as expected, are
individual and unique. However, patterns of attachment are discernible from their comments.
Theme 2: Spiritual Conversion Beyond Projection of Parental Attachment Style
All of the converts in the study experienced a spiritual conversion beyond a projection of
their parental attachment style. Regardless of their attachment patterns in human relationships,
most explicitly reported feeling closer to God through the process. In this context the term
conversion is used to denote a “process” (see Rambo, 1989) rather than a single event (e.g.,
baptism). The converts described their conversions as a relational process in which they felt the
presence and interaction of deity in their lives. They described forming, and growing in, “real”
attachments with God regardless of the psychological health (i.e., security or insecurity) of their
human relationships. Notably, the few who did not specifically speak of their relationship with
God did, however, indicate that God was intervening in their lives. For example, a white North
American male convert spoke of the events leading up to his baptism as “divine intervention.”
The converts classified as securely attached reported that they developed a closer
relationship with God through the process of conversion. These converts came from diverse
religious backgrounds. Several reported atheism or no religion in their lives prior to
investigating the LDS Church. For example, one male convert from Korea who seemed securely
attached reported that he had no religion prior to his conversion. However, following his
conversion he reported that his most fundamental change occurred through his relationship with
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God, “after I learned the gospel… I realize[d]… my mission here…. That idea changed me a lot
because [I realized] I’m not a single person, I’m a child of God… and I felt something really
important that God loves me and God wants me to do [good things] in my life.” Other converts
classified as securely attached reported that they had already believed in God before
encountering the LDS Church but that their relationship with God was strengthened through their
conversion. A securely attached female Hungarian convert explained, “Since I was a little child
I had a spiritual connection with God.” And following her conversion, she said, “I really felt like
I was getting closer to God.”
The converts who were classified as insecurely attached described growing feelings of
security and dependence upon God because of the conversion process. One Chinese female
convert, a former atheist, who seemed to be anxiously (insecurely) attached, described how she
had come to trust God: “I didn’t think there was a God at all, but after I joined [the LDS Church]
I could pray and it really help[ed] a lot. If you… pray every day, your life will go through very
smoothly and your heart will be more peaceful.” Another convert who was classified as
insecurely attached, an American male and former atheist, described his amazement to learn that
God existed and cared for him: “[I was surprised] not only that He existed, [but] He cared about
me and that was different because throughout my life nobody cared about me that much. So that
was something amazing… to realize the Creator of the universe took time out of his extremely
busy schedule to touch my heart…”
Theme 3: Spiritual Restructuring of Attachment Relationships
The themes that emerged from analysis of the narratives build on each other. As already
discussed, the converts spontaneously revealed various attachments patterns in the way that they
spoke of themselves, their family, and their friends. They also disclosed how their attachments
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to God changed and deepened through the process of spiritual conversion. The following
discussion of the third theme brings to light the unexpected but not surprising synergy of the first
two themes. That is, the converts reported that the changed relationship with God dramatically
transformed their attachments to themselves, their family and their friends. The researchers
noted that this reported change was so fundamental and far-reaching, so life-changing that it can
appropriately be called a spiritual restructuring of attachments. The term restructuring is
borrowed here from McCullough et al. (2003) to depict a similar type of transformation that
occurs in spiritual attachments, or specifically, in an individual attachment to or with God. The
converts in this study reported that they made changes in their behaviors, attitudes, and life
meanings that directly impacted their human relationships, but they described these changes
occurring through a relationship with God or a spiritual process.
Indeed, it would be impossible to ignore the spiritual restructuring that the converts
reported that they experienced. They eagerly described the changes that took place in the
broader context of their lives as a result of their conversion. They looked on this transformation
as positive and fundamental. A female Russian convert typified a convert’s total change in
perspective as she discussed her conversion. A spiritual restructuring gradually replaced
previously insecure attachments, negative self-views, and feelings of inadequacy with trust in
God, self-trust, and feelings of hope. “I’m able to look at the future with more confidence….
Before [my conversion] I was shy and wasn’t able to know… what’s going on… [but now I
know] Heavenly Father will never ask [me to do] something [I] can’t do. Before [my
conversion] I said I could never do anything… and [now] even the most difficult thing I can
achieve.” The narrative of a male convert from Mongolia provides an example of the
overarching changes encompassed by this theme. He explained that his life was dark before his
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conversion, full of anger, loneliness, and suicidal thoughts: “If I was angry… I acted like a wild
dog… [and] I had many fights in high school…. I couldn’t control myself. I was just angry and
couldn’t keep it inside…” Nine years after his baptism he described several transformations in
his life that came as a result of the conversion process. He gradually developed an internal locus
of control and felt less threatened by others: “I have more patience and I’m very calm and happy
now…. There were rude people in Church but I didn’t pay attention.” In addition, he described
positive feelings about himself, love for his wife, and new feelings of hope for his future family:
“I don’t worry about tomorrow. I think about my future children and my faith…. I consider
[myself] to have become Christ-like…. I feel nice in a good way… and I love my wife and we
talk about… our relationship every day.” This convert’s story illustrates several sub-themes of
spiritual restructuring that will now be delineated.
Although the details of the convert stories differ with regard to their specific attachment
changes, several spoke of a spiritual restructuring that placed them on a relational level with God
(e.g,, as his “child”) as opposed to existing individually. The converts classified as securely
attached talked about how their sense of personal worth increased through a relationship with
God, and that this affected the way they interacted with others. A female Taiwanese convert
reported that understanding her relationship with God helped her feel the confidence to make
positive changes in her life, “Now I know where I am and who I am and I have the courage…to
try to be a better person.” A North American male convert of mixed race explained that he
became more outgoing through his increased sense of personal worth, “I was more reserved
[before my conversion]… then I started to open up a little more… and my people skills improved
a little bit. I could communicate with people more and be more comfortable with who I am.”
Others spoke about how they came to appreciate themselves on deeper levels. As one female
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Mongolian convert put it, “I found more talent in myself.” Although many of the converts
classified as securely attached already presented evidence of having an internal locus of control
prior to conversion, most also reported growing significantly in this area through a deeper
relationship with God. For example, one securely attached Mongolian female convert talked
about how she used to feel pressured to perform perfectly before her conversion, but following
her conversion she learned to accept her weaknesses and her emotions as she felt supported in
her relationship with God. Thus in a paradoxical sense, by letting go of how she controlled
others’ perceptions, she increased her trust in herself. In her words, “Growing up… I never
accepted my weakness, but [following my conversion] I accepted that there were some things I
did not know and I accepted help from a higher being.” She further explained that her increased
sense of self-acceptance was directly related to this spiritual relationship.
For these converts classified as already securely attached prior to conversion, the spiritual
restructuring included their ability to make major strides in their attachment learning. For
example, several securely attached converts commented on how they began to see their families
more positively following their conversions and treat them accordingly. The female Columbian
convert, mentioned in the discussion of Theme 1, explained that her favorite change since her
conversion was her increased care for her family. In her words, “it was strong before, and
now… it got stronger.” The securely attached male Nepalese convert, also mentioned in Theme
1, remarked, “I have an emotional attachment to [my family] much more than from before I
accepted the Gospel, and to all of [my] relatives. I think I love them much more than I used to—
and the same thing to all my friends.”
Converts who had previously been insecurely attached reported that their new
relationship with God helped them view themselves with a new sense of worth. As one white
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North American female convert put it, “I’m a daughter of God and I’m always loved and if I feel
that way all the time I’ll be fine.” Previously insecurely attached converts also talked about how
this relationship helped them increase their internal locus of control. One white North American
male, who described himself as a people-pleaser prior to his conversion explained that afterwards
he was “not looking to please others, but better yet looking for what Heavenly Father wants [me]
to do.” In addition, he said, “I feel a lot more constant because I know… exactly where I stand,
it’s not as iffy as before [my conversion]… now I can look to one source and that’s the most
helpful thing for me.” Similarly, several converts who reported experiencing a spiritual
restructuring mentioned feeling less controlled by others’ perceptions of them. This change
allowed them to make intentional, positive strides in their attachment behaviors.
Converts repeatedly made comments about how their interactions with others had
changed dramatically. Some who seemed to have been avoidant spoke about having an
increased openness to others following their conversions. A female Ukrainian convert talked
about how she used to avoid people she didn’t like but following her conversion she felt that she
was more open to others, “Now when I have trouble with friends or… someone I don’t really
like… I accept them. [I’m] more directed towards how Jesus would look at them. Before I
would just try not to spend as much time with this person… so it won’t [sic] be as difficult…
kind of avoiding that person. And [now] I accept [others]…. Now I’m more like ‘I don’t care if
you treat me bad, but I’m still going to treat you well.’” One white North American female
convert who had been anxiously attached spoke about how she came to view others less
fearfully, “[My conversion] allowed me to love better and more fully…. It allowed me to see
people more as people instead of what I would make believe [I] wanted them to [be]. I’ve
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always been a [people] pleaser and… [used to get]… in trouble to make people happy at
whatever cost to myself…”
Converts spoke about caring more for their families and putting their families first when
they had not cared for them in the past. A North American white female who had been
insecurely attached explained, “My family is pretty dysfunctional so I guess I never cared if I
was with [my family] forever… but now family is a lot more important to me.” In some cases
converts reported that their relationships with their families were strengthened as a result of this
new caring. For example, the North American white male who was quoted earlier as distrusting
Latter-day Saints when they would invite him to sit with them in church described himself as
going through a transformation and he reported that his relationships with his family improved:
“I do want to impress upon you that I do have a good relationship with my parents now. They
are… not members of the [LDS] Church, but they are good people and I do enjoy a good
relationship with them.” In other cases converts reported that their relationships with families
were still strained, and some cases grew more distant, but the converts noted that they themselves
changed. They reported that they viewed themselves differently and they experienced increased
acceptance of their families. A North American white female convert explained, “Some family
relations have changed from good to bad in relation to [my baptism]. [However,] I think I’ve
become wiser… so I understand people and… the rest of the world.” She went on to describe
how she learned to cope, “I’ve learned since joining… that I can control, or I can choose, how I
will react to a situation.” In addition, several converts who had been insecurely attached spoke
about how they now felt a greater sense of care and responsibility for their future families. The
white North American female who had described her family of origin as dysfunctional explained,
“[My family] didn’t spend a lot of time together [when I was growing up]… but my husband and
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our [future] children will…. Marriage is hard work and we’re in it for the long haul [and] we’re
going to treat it like [it’s] something special.”
Summary
The participants in this self-selected group of confessing converts were eager to share
their conversion stories and openly talked about the changes they experienced. Their comments
revealed various patterns of attachment before conversion and showed that conversion occurred
regardless of their attachment style. An assessment of the transcripts also showed clear patterns
of significant change as a result of conversion; this change was overarching enough to be termed
a spiritual restructuring of their relationships.
At first, as the converts reported that they felt a new awareness of God and they began to
develop a greater dependence on him. Converts who were classified as securely attached prior to
conversion explained that they felt closer to God after conversion. Their attachments improved
and they also spoke of increased love for their families. They explained that their new
relationship with God gave them confidence, increased their sense of internal locus of control,
and helped them be more communicative in other relationships. Those that had been classified
as insecurely attached also reported that they experienced growing feelings of security and selfconfidence as they felt closer to God. They explained that gradually their insecure attachments
and negative self-views were replaced with more positive concepts and increased internal locus
of control. They reported that as they began to see themselves as important to God, their
interactions with others changed. They became less anxious and more open; they felt increased
love for family members. Even those who continued to experience strained family relations,
often as a result of familial disapproval of their conversion, felt better about themselves.
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Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine the changes in attachment that occurred in the
lives of committed converts following their conversion to the LDS Church. This study was a
continuation of Hansen, Page, Fischer, and Williams’ (2014) qualitative study of 39 converts.
The current study utilized the interview transcripts to provide a further in-depth analysis of the
converts’ attachment themes. A hermeneutic interpretive method (Jackson & Patton, 1992;
Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009) was used to examine convert themes within the framework of
attachment theory. (For a discussion on theory-driven qualitative research, see Strong, 1991, and
Patton & Jackson, 1991). Three overarching themes were drawn from the analysis: (a) converts
demonstrated evidence of attachment patterns in their narratives; (b) all of the converts
experienced a spiritual conversion beyond a projection of their parental attachment style; and (c)
the converts experienced a spiritual restructuring of their attachment patterns; or, in other
words, they described feeling that their closer relationship with God dramatically changed the
way they viewed themselves and how they interacted with others in their relationships with
others.
The first theme that arose from the analysis was that the converts demonstrated evidence
of attachment patterns in their narratives. Converts who appeared securely attached seemed
confident in themselves and spoke positively about their relationships with their families prior to
conversion. They spoke respectfully about their upbringing, and in some cases, they expressed
sadness in stepping away from family traditions. The converts who seemed securely attached
also reported that they made friends easily with, and felt accepted by, their new LDS
congregations. The converts who appeared insecurely attached conversely reported their family
relationships as troubled prior to conversion. They also reported having negative perceptions of
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themselves. The converts with insecure patterns reported that they felt unwelcomed by their new
LDS congregations, and they distrusted them at first.
The second theme that emerged was that all of the converts included in the analysis
experienced a spiritual conversion beyond a projection of their parental attachment style.
Regardless of their attachment patterns, the converts described experiencing a positive, new
spiritual relationship with deity through the process of conversion. For some converts, this
relationship was an extension of earlier beliefs or spiritual experiences, but for others, they
reported that this newfound relationship with God was the most striking and positive change that
they had experienced. This change in their spiritual relationship occurred for both insecurely
attached and securely attached converts. These findings contrast with the classic
conceptualization of God image, in which one’s image of God is created by the ego to satisfy
unconscious desires stemming from unmet childhood needs (see Owen, 2005). In that construct,
for example, someone with an insecure relationship with his father might project that relationship
onto his image of God. However, both the securely and insecurely attached converts in this
analysis described gaining a warm and loving relationship with God which was not simply a
reflection of parental projections. They described their relationship with God as a two-way
interaction in which they felt a spiritual presence that was intimately involved in their lives.
Some of the converts with insecure attachments reported that they were initially
motivated as spiritual seekers because they were hoping to compensate for the lack of support in
their human relationships. Thus, this study provides some support for the traditional notion of
the compensation model that individuals lacking a primary attachment figure are more likely to
use religious coping strategies (Granqvist & Kirkpatrick, 2008; Kirkpatrick, 1994; Kirkpatrick &
Shaver, 1990). However, the converts in this study commented that as their relationship with
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God changed, or as they felt a more intimate, trusting connection with God, they no longer felt
the need for a compensatory figure. In other words, as their religious beliefs became implicit
(i.e., they described themselves developing a close relationship with God), they reported that
they no longer felt the need for a compensatory figure, and their human attachments improved as
well. These findings align with Hall et al.’s (2009) argument that the traditional compensation
hypothesis is oversimplified. In a quantitative study of 483 students from a Protestant university,
Hall et al. (2009) directly tested the correspondence and compensation models. Their findings
differentiated between explicit and implicit forms of relational and spiritual knowing (see LyonsRuth, 1999) in understanding these models; that is, explicit levels of knowing serve as
compensation for adults with insecure attachment, but implicit levels of knowing correspond
with adult romantic attachments. Like Hall et al. (2009), the findings of this study also reveal the
complex nature of the relationship between adult attachments and attachment to God.
The third theme that resulted was that the converts experienced a spiritual restructuring
of their attachments following conversion. As mentioned earlier, the term restructuring is
borrowed here from McCullough et al.’s book (2003), Treating Affect Phobia: A Manual for
Short-Term Dynamic Psychotherapy, in which McCullough et al. referred to the psychological
restructuring of defenses, affects, and relationships to self and others. They defined
restructuring “as reorganizing the way people view, experience, and remember the world” (p. 9).
The converts explained that through their relationship with God, their patterns of relating to
themselves and others went through dramatic changes. They began to see themselves in the
context of a relationship with God—as their “Heavenly Father”—and converts who were
previously insecurely attached felt a new sense of meaning and worth. The converts’
descriptions of their relationship with God are consistent with Sandage and Shults’ (2007) model
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of “relational spirituality.” Sandage and Shults (2007) explained that after undergoing a spiritual
transformation people often have a unifying experience with God in which “they come to
understand, perceive, and interpret themselves and the world in the ‘light’ of the divine
presence…[T]his intimate ‘union’…is sometimes described as an ‘infusion’ of the absolutely
gracious gift of divine presence” (p. 264).
Given a new perception of their relationship with God, converts also experienced a
change in their connection with themselves. The research team saw evidence for this in both the
converts they had classified as secure and the converts they had classified as insecure. The
converts reported an increased sense of personal worth and a more internalized locus of control
(see Rotter, 1966). This change was more pronounced with converts who were classified as
insecurely attached prior to conversion, but converts who were classified as securely attached
also talked about making major strides in their sense of personal confidence and their ability to
direct their lives. For all, this inner sense translated into improved relationships with others, and
particularly with their families. Both securely and insecurely attached converts described
increased feelings of love and acceptance for their families. A shift toward a greater internal
locus of control was one of the themes reported by Hansen, et al. (2014) when the interviews
were originally examined. The findings of the current study support this shift and add the
essential detail that the shift was more dramatic for previously insecurely attached converts.
Where the converts who were classified as securely attached reported making a movement in this
direction, many of the converts who were classified as insecurely attached reported that they
experienced this sense of an internal locus of control for the first time after conversion. Research
comparing locus of control to attachment styles is limited (Dilmaç, et al., 2009), however this
shift fits with Dilmaç et al.’s (2009) finding that an external locus of control correlates with
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attachment insecurity, whereas an internal locus of control correlates with attachment security.
This idea is also consistent with Paloutzian, Richardson, and Rambo’s (1999) analysis of
religious conversion research in which they argued that religious conversion can change the way
“a person expresses his or her traits or adapts to diverse situations in the real world…sometimes
in profound ways” (p. 1068). They further stated that religious conversion can mean a change
“in identity, in life definition, [and] in worldview” (p. 1068). Although they did not specifically
address attachment restructuring or locus of control, the changes addressed in the current study
closely relate with Paloutzian, et al.’s (1999) description of profound change.
Spiritual perspective-taking, described in Hansen, et al. (2014) is related to the spiritual
restructuring of attachments observed in this study. Hansen, et al. (2014) examined the
acculturation that that converts experienced as they entered a new religious culture after they
joined the LDS Church. One of the notable findings from this original study was that the
converts felt the presence of divine help in their acculturation process. In other words, through a
newfound relationship with God they felt a new sense of meaning, purpose, and direction:
“converts gained a new view of reality that enhanced their ability to acculturate in spite of some
of the psychosocial challenges they faced” (p. 23). Sandage and Shults (2007) argued for a
similar concept with their notion of spiritual transformation:
By spiritual transformation, we mean profound, qualitative or second-order changes in
the ways in which a person relates to the sacred. First order change is limited to one’s
current set of coping skills, whereas second-order change involves a more complex
systemic transformation that changes coping strategies and ways of relating to a system
altogether. (p. 264)
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They further argued that these changes are “typically associated with positive mental health
rather than psychopathology despite the intense stress and emotional turbulence that is frequently
a precursor” (p. 264).
Implications
The findings of this study have implications for understanding psychology and religion in
general, and more specifically, for understanding the impact of spirituality on attachment
patterns. The results of this study expand the definition and understanding of religious
conversion for confessing converts (see Gooren, 2007, 2010). The converts in this analysis
experienced a change in their relationships with themselves, God, and others so profound that it
has been labeled here as a spiritual restructuring of their attachments. As the converts described
it, this restructuring took place through a spiritual process that was marked by a gradually
intensifying, personal relationship with a loving God, or “Heavenly Father,” a relationship which
the converts considered reciprocal because they began to believe that God was intimately
concerned with their thoughts and actions as individuals. This deepening, intimate relationship
with Deity gradually expanded to improve the individual’s concept of self-worth (For example,
the person might think “If God loves me, I must be okay.”) and eventually encompassed a
changed and more positive relationship with others, including family members. Converts who
were already securely attached prior to conversion found new respect and love in some of their
central relationships. Strikingly, previously insecurely attached converts, because of the spiritual
restructuring of their attachments, became open to working on relationships that had been flawed
or nonexistent in the past. Some, who had thought that certain relationships would be impossible
to heal, found that they were able to begin nurturing positive bonds.
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One of the unique aspects of this study is that it seeks to answer the call that Rambo
(1989) made to “take the religious sphere seriously” (p. 50). As such, this study is undergirded
by the assumption of what Slife, Stevenson, and Wendt (2010) have labeled strong theism. Slife,
et al. (2010) conceptualized strong theism as the notion that “a currently active God is central
and pervasive, not superficial or an ‘add-on’” (p. 165). Being informed by a strong theism, the
researchers involved in this study were able to explore the richness of spiritual descriptions
provided by the converts. This kind of richness can be missed when researchers’ biases
contradict theistic worldviews of the persons interviewed (see Slife & Whoolery, 2006). Slife
and Whoolery (2006) argued that the naturalistic assumptions in most mainstream psychological
research is biased against many religious worldviews:
Psychologists run the risk of being fundamentally prejudiced against theists. This
prejudice is not only unethical by psychology’s standards but also potentially misleading.
Using incompatible values and assumptions to study theism can mean selectively
attending the wrong variables, studying them in the wrong manner, misinterpreting them,
and essentially missing the whole point of theism and its adherents—God. (p. 228)
This study reports how the converts acknowledged God’s influence in the way they approached
themselves, God, and others, and has labeled this approach as a spiritual restructuring of
attachments. Taking God’s influence seriously in forming and restructuring attachment patterns
has significant implications for the field of attachment theory research. In the majority of current
attachment literature, God’s influence is not considered a factor in the formation and evolution of
attachment patterns. The findings of this study not only take the concept of attachment to God
seriously, but connect this concept with, and show its impact on, adult attachment patterns as
well.
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This study also has implications in clinical applications. Might psychotherapists assist
their clients who are learning to restructure their attachment patterns by helping them draw on
their spiritual resources? Psychotherapists could potentially use ecumenical spiritual approaches
with their clients within the therapeutic context (see Richards & Bergin, 2005). To help clients
draw on their spiritual resources, Richards and Bergin (2005) outlined a number of potential
interventions that psychotherapists could utilize. These include encouraging meditation, reading
sacred writings, and validating worship and ritual. The findings of this study, highlighting that
converts recognize a reciprocal relationship between God and themselves and that this
relationship is a factor in the restructuring of their attachments, points to further research that
could be done to guide psychotherapists’ understanding of how their clients’ relationship with
God could potentially impact their attachments to themselves, to family, and to others. For
psychotherapists themselves, assisting clients in drawing on their spiritual resources would begin
by recognizing that they can view their clients’ spiritual beliefs through a multicultural lens.
Richards and Bergin (2005) noted that major health organizations consider religion to be a form
of diversity that is to be respected within their ethical guidelines.
Limitations
One limitation of the current study is that the analysis included only confessing converts
to the LDS Church. The research was conducted at Brigham Young University, an LDS
institution, and all of the participants were affiliated with the university either as students,
faculty, or staff. Given the location in which the interviews were conducted, participants were
more likely to be active, committed members of the LDS Church. In the data pool only one
interviewee was classified as disaffiliated and the rest of the participants were classified as
confessing (see Gooren, 2007, 2010). Another study could be conducted using a different
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recruitment method to find a sample more representative of all of Gooren’s (2007, 2010)
affiliation levels (i.e., pre-affiliation, disaffiliation, affiliation, conversion, confession, or
disaffiliation). If the converts had been in a conversion career stage other than confession at the
time of interview the manifestations of the God image theme would likely have been different.
For example, unlike the interviewees in the confessing stage, the interviewees in other stages
might not have talked about a having spiritual relationship with God, or their descriptions might
have been more correlated to their parental images, as fitting with classical God-image
conceptualizations.
The disaffiliated convert provides an interesting example of the above suggestion.
Therefore, this author will briefly elaborate on some findings from his interview as they present a
contrast to the confessing converts’ interviews. This convert, a male from Uganda, was
classified as insecurely attached prior to his baptism. Talking about his relationships and his
outlook, he explained, “My dad told me you’re alone in this world—which is kind of true.” He
further went on to describe trauma he had experienced, “I’ve seen… bad things happening to
myself… I’ve seen kids die and people starving…. Religion and church can make you feel good
but… intentions can’t change the world…. Life’s a bitch… and there is no way you can change
that.” As compared to the confessing converts in the analysis, the disaffiliated convert did not
experience emotions characteristic of the spiritual conversion described by the confessing
converts (see Hansen, et al., 2014). Instead, he explained that his decision to get baptized was
purely logical: “things made sense to me… it felt practical.” He did not experience a spiritual
restructuring of attachments following his baptism. He made many statements that expressed his
avoidant attachment pattern at the time of the interview. In a comment that typified his attitude,
he explained, “I think I can connect to the Church just as long as it stays out of my business.” As
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Hansen, et al. (2014) recommended, it would be useful to study persons at different conversion
career stages in comparison to the sample of confessing converts in this study.
Another limitation of the study was the fact that it is a cross-sectional analysis; that is,
although the themes deal with past and present relationships, the narratives were told from one
point in time. However, this study at least partially compensates for this limitation because,
when the converts were interviewed, the time since their baptisms ranged from 2 months to 35
years (see Table 1 for demographic information of the convert participants). The mention of this
limitation is essential because of the progressive nature of conversion. Rambo (1993), for
example, described conversion as a holistic “process” rather than an event. In addition, as Snow
and Machalek (1983) have pointed out, one aspect of religious conversion is a biographical
reconstruction, in which the convert makes new meaning of her or his experiences from the
standpoint of the newly adopted worldview. Therefore, in one sense, examining the converts’
perspective at the time of the interview can be said to honor the biographical reconstructions of
their attachments. The cross-sectional analysis used for studying their experiences yielded useful
information, but the researchers acknowledge that some information may have been lost in the
retrospective nature of the convert narratives.
The sample, itself is limited in that it is not a stratified representative sample of LDS
converts. Most of the participants were university students under the age of 30. Therefore, it was
difficult for the researchers to determine how developmental stages may have influenced the
results. In addition, although the converts ranged in time since baptism from 2 months to 35
years, the majority of participants had been converted for fewer than 10 years at the time of the
interview. Also, the sample contained fewer men than women. As is common in qualitative
studies, the researchers were not attempting to create a stratified representative sample in order
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to generalize results to all LDS converts. Instead, the researchers found meaning in the
participants’ narratives and have distilled some of the results here with the caveat that these
findings do not necessarily apply to all LDS converts.
Another limitation of this study is that the researchers did not investigate how cultural
factors mediated the findings. Nineteen of the 39 converts in the analysis were born outside the
United States and Canada. However, the researchers were not able to assess ethnic differences
among the converts because they felt that there were too few converts from any given country to
draw themes about the influence of ethnicity. In addition, the researchers did not generalize the
international convert group as a whole because of the sizable within group differences. This is
not to say that culture was ignored; instead, the researchers honored culture on an individual
level when trying to make meaning of each convert narrative.
As mentioned earlier, the method employed in this study for classifying the converts as
securely or insecurely attached is both a strength and a limitation of the study. The converts’
attachment patterns were never directly assessed at the time of the interview, and, in fact, the
converts were never directly asked about their relationships. Instead, the converts spoke about
their relationships organically as part of the discussion about their religious conversion.
Attachment patterns were later assessed through in-depth readings and discussions focusing on
the converts’ narratives regarding their relationships with themselves, God, and others. The
researchers assessed each convert holistically after reading, discussing, and rereading the
transcripts. Ultimately, the decision to label a convert as securely or insecurely attached was
based on the researchers’ combined innate perceptions that went beyond the converts’ own selfreport. Because their relationships were not the focus of the interviews, the converts were likely
to be less conscious of the way they were portraying their relationships to the interviewer.
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However, by not asking questions specific to relationships, some information was lost to the
research team that could have provided the team with more detailed information regarding the
converts’ attachment patterns. This circumstance prevented the research team from labeling the
majority of converts into specific categories of attachment beyond the labels of “secure” and
“insecure.” Schnitker, et al. (2012) utilized a similar method to classify the attachment patterns
of adolescents in their study. Using Hazan and Shaver’s (1987) descriptors of attachment
indicators as a guide, Schnitker, et al. analyzed the adolescents’ narratives and categorized the
participants into the general categories of secure or insecure. There has been, however,
considerable disagreement in the literature regarding how best to assess for adult attachment
patterns (Onishi, Gjerde, & Block, 2001). Studies which compared the validity of self-report
measures of adult attachment to the validity of interview measures found that both types of
assessment had strengths and weaknesses (see Gjerde, Onishi, & Carlson, 2004; Onishi, et al.,
2001; Riggs et al., 2007). Further, Riggs, et al. (2007) found that the differences between the
types of measures (i.e., interview vs. self-report) were not significant.
Finally, the researchers’ bias is both a strength and a limitation of the study. By being
fellow Latter-day Saints, the researchers were able to discern a richness from the interviewees
that might not have been achieved with interviewers of other faiths. The interviewees may have
been more open in discussing their experiences because they were speaking with fellow
members. In addition, by sharing a religious worldview and value system with the convert
participants, the research team was aware of nuances of meaning and language unique to LDS
culture and was able to see themes that might not have otherwise been noticed. However, as
with all bias, beginning from a particular worldview potentially blinded the researchers to themes
outside of their realm. Slife and Williams (1995) remarked that every theory begins with a
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particular bias, and each bias impacts both the research design and the way findings are
interpreted. The researchers in this study tried to compensate for this limitation by including
open explicit discussions of their own personal worldviews and constantly questioning their
interpretations of the convert transcripts throughout the process of this study. In addition, the
researchers were thoughtful and explicit about their biases in framing the guiding interview
questions. During the interviews they were particularly mindful of making space for the
converts to express all of their feelings, both positive and negative, to encourage an open
dialogue about their post-conversion experiences. (See Hansen, et al., 2014, for a more detailed
discussion of researcher biases accounted for in the interview process.)
Recommendations for Future Research
One recommendation for future research would be to examine if similar changes in
attachment occurred for persons converting to other faiths. It would also be helpful to conduct
further qualitative research on the compensation and correspondence hypotheses more explicitly
as these models have been called into question from the findings of this study (see Granqvist &
Kirkpatrick, 2008; Kirkpatrick, 1994; Kirkpatrick & Shaver, 1990). As mentioned above, it
would be interesting to look at the experiences of converts in other conversion career Stages (i.e.,
pre-affiliation, disafilliation, affiliation, or conversion; see Gooren, 2007, 2010). Are the
attachment patterns of persons in other affiliation levels likewise similar to each other? What is
their relationship to God and how does it affect their attachment patterns? As individuals move
from pre-affiliation to affiliation, do the attachment patterns begin to change? And if so, at what
point? How do they perceive the changes as their conversion deepens? Answers to questions
such as these would broaden understanding of spiritual restructuring of attachments.
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Appendix A
Review of Literature
Religious conversion is a subject that has been widely studied in psychology, sociology,
anthropology, and other social sciences from a variety of different viewpoints. William James
was essentially the first psychologist to write about religious conversion in his seminal work,
Varieties of Religious Experience (1902/2007). James argued for the importance of studying
spiritual experiences as genuine psychological phenomena. He, in a sense, legitimized the
scientific study of religious experiences by arguing that spiritual phenomena are no more
removed from reality than any other scientific pursuit. James (1902/2007) used the following as
a general description of religious conversion:
To be converted, to be regenerated, to receive grace, to experience religion, to gain an
assurance, are so many phrases which denote the process, gradual or sudden, by which a
self hitherto divided, and consciously wrong[,] inferior[,] and unhappy, becomes unified
and consciously right[,] superior[,] and happy, in consequence of its firmer hold upon
religious realities. (p. 176)
James (1902/2007) described two types of conversion, the volitional type and the type by selfsurrender. According to James, the volitional type is a slow and conscious process of moving
away from one’s former self with occasional moments of rapid change. This process, he
described, “consists in the building up, piece by piece, of a new set of moral and spiritual habits”
(p. 190). James described the type by self-surrender, on the other hand, as sudden and
subconscious. He compared this type of conversion to the moment when a musician stops
playing by conscious technique, but instead becomes the very instrument of inspiration. He
explained that these types of conversions are not mutually exclusive. The volitional type
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includes small moments of self-surrender, and, James explained, that the final step in a volitional
type conversion is a transition to a self-surrender where “the personal will… must be given up”
(p. 191).
Religious Conversion: Descriptions, Terminology, and Levels
Various researchers since James’ time have tried to capture the depth and complexity of
religious conversion by presenting various descriptions, categories, and levels of the experience.
For example, Lofland and Stark (1965) made the distinction between verbal converts, those who
merely “professed belief and were accepted by core members as sincere”, and total converts,
those “who exhibited their commitment through deeds as well as words” (p. 864). Travisano
(1978) differentiated types of religious conversion by a convert’s level of transition. He
designated the term conversion to describe a dramatic change in one’s identity in which one is
wholly committed to a cause. He used the term alternation to describe those who have affiliated
with a new religious organization, but whose beliefs have only slightly changed. The convert
and the alternator can appear similar to outside observers, but the convert experiences a change
in intrinsic beliefs. He argued that criteria for understanding religious conversion should include
a reevaluation of convert’s self-concept, changes in the convert’s personality, and changes in
how the convert interacts with others.
Rambo (1993) used labels to identify the organizational status of the conversion. He
highlighted the difference between a person’s change from one religious organization to another
and a person’s change within a religious organization. He termed tradition translation is when a
person changes from one major religion to another (e.g., from Christianity to Judaism),
institutional transition when a person changes institutional subgroups within a religion (e.g.,
from Lutheranism to Presbyterianism), intensification when a person becomes more devout
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within a religious organization, and affiliation when a person is converted to a new religious
movement. Stark and Finke (2000) identify conversion as “shifts across religious traditions” and
reaffiliation as changes within a religion (p. 114).
Early Religious Conversion Models
Several theorists have developed models to explain and attempt to understand the causes
behind religious conversion. A couple of conventional theories, the Lofland/Stark (1965) model
and rational choice theory (e.g., Gartrell & Shannon, 1985; Stark & Finke, 2000) will be
described here.
The Lofland/Stark model. Lofland and Stark (1965) identified seven conditions that a
person must experience to be motivated for religious conversion. They included both passive
and active elements in their model, and they rejected the idea that people are merely “pushed” in
a direction by social forces. They claimed that the following attributes and conditions were
necessary to lead one to religious conversion: (a) a person experiences tension “characterized as
a felt discrepancy between some imaginary, ideal state of affairs and the circumstances in which
these people saw themselves caught up” (p. 864); (b), a person approaches life with a problemsolving perspective; (c), a person defines him or herself as a religious seeker; (d), a person
experiences a turning point in life (e.g., job loss, migration, new educational pursuit, etc.); (e) a
person experiences “cult affective bonds”, or in other words, a person experiences positive bonds
with “the [religious] group or some of its members” (p. 871); (f) a person’s “extra-cult affective
bonds”, or relationships external to the religious group, are in support of the conversion or their
disapproval of the conversion is neutralized; and finally, (g) a person experiences “intensive
interaction” with the religious group, or in other words, a person puts forth a high level of
participation. Lofland and Stark identified conditions one through three as “’background’ factors
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or pre-dispositions” and conditions four through six were identified as “situational conditions”
(p. 870). The seventh condition, the authors stated, is the distinguishing factor between verbal
converts, those who proclaim religious conversion without taking an active role in the new
group, and total converts, those who show “commitment through deeds and well as words” (p.
864).
Rational choice theory. Rational choice theory, a concept borrowed from economics, is
based on the assumption that people will make life choices based on an instrumental framework
of cost/benefit analysis. Some theorists have applied rational choice theory to the study of
religious conversion (e.g., Gartrell & Shannon, 1985; Stark & Finke, 2000). In this framework
converts are seen as rational actors who choose to affiliate with religious groups for the purpose
of perceived personal gain. Religious organizations are conceptualized as competing religious
markets which vie for the attention of the potential recruits. Gartrell and Shannon (1985)
claimed that religious converts act “as if they weigh rewards and sanctions from affiliation with
members and nonmembers in addition to weighing the attractiveness of movements’ beliefs and
ideas” (p. 34). The rewards which converts sought out included “social-emotional outcomes
like…approval, love, respect, and cognitive outcomes…” (p. 34). By framing individuals in a
religious market setting, Gartrell and Shannon (1985) claimed that their theory provided “a
linkage between individual attributes and dispositions and movement goals and ideologies” (p.
45).
Stark and Finke (2000) also applied rational choice theory to the study of conversion, but
they provide a more passive description of converts. They claimed that “converts very seldom
are religious seekers, and conversion is seldom the culmination of a conscious search” (p. 122).
Instead of a conscious search, they claimed religious converts were those “whose interpersonal
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attachments to members overbalanced their attachments to nonmembers. In part… because…
social networks make religious beliefs plausible and new social networks thereby make new
religious beliefs plausible” (p. 117). In other words, from this perspective not only will persons
choose to affiliate with a religious group because of their interpersonal attachments, but their
beliefs will be influenced by their social group as well. This argument is set in the framework
that people will make these passive choices because they reap the most benefits by aligning
themselves with their core social group.
Rational choice theory has been criticized because more recent findings in behavioral
economics challenge the notion that choices are strictly based on rational reasoning (see Ariely,
2008). Ariely, Loewenstein, and Prelec (2006) argued, instead, that choices are influenced by
“coherent arbitrariness” in that “valuations of goods and experiences have a large arbitrary
component, yet, after one valuation has been made, people provide subsequent valuations that
are coherent in the sense that they are scaled appropriately relative to the first” (p. 2). From this
perspective, value is largely a constructed concept, and important decisions (such as whether or
not to join a religious group) “involve streams of heterogeneous experiences that are…even more
vulnerable to arbitrary influences and conventions” (Ariely, et al., 2006, p. 8). Thus, according to
this argument, rational choice theory fails to account for the lived experiences in which choices
are made, which would include the order and the way in which religious groups are encountered
(see Ariely, 2008).
More Recent Models
More recent models of religious conversion incorporate a holistic view of human nature
in explaining the phenomena of conversion. A couple of models outlined here, Gooren’s (2007,
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2010) conversion career approach and Rambo’s (1989) process oriented model, are less
deterministic than earlier conventional models and include a wider variety of contextual factors.
Gooren’s conversion career approach. Gooren (2007, 2010) borrowed the term
conversion career from Richardson (1978) to introduce a theoretical model that combines
individual and social contexts to represent “a systematic attempt to analyze shifts in levels of
individual religious participation” over time (p. 349). In his conversion career approach, Gooren
(2007, 2010) defined various levels and patterns of religious activity: pre-affiliation,
disaffiliation, affiliation, conversion, and confession. Pre-affiliation is a miscellaneous category
to describe when a person has not committed to a religious organization, is between religious
faiths, or is temporarily or permanently “unchurched.” Disaffiliation is a similar category, in that
it is used to describe a variety of possible levels of participation. It includes atheists, agnostics,
people who are unaffiliated with a religious organization, people who have “fallen away” from a
faith tradition, and those who identify with a particular religion, but have a low level of
participation. Affiliation is official membership within a specific religion or church, but the
religion is not central to the person’s identity. Conversion, in Gooren’s categories, refers to a
higher level of participation, when a person has affiliated with a religion and has conformed to
the doctrines and laws of that religion. Gooren used the term, confession, to describe a highly
active level of participation within a religion. Religion is central to the person’s identity and the
person is a core member of the religion, participating in church service and recruitment.
Although Gooren argued that the levels should not necessarily be considered developmental
stages, he explained that people often move from one level to another. Figure 2 depicts the
possible transitions between levels that a person may experience.
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Figure 2. Levels of individual religious activity in the conversion career approach (Gooren,
2010; 2007).
Gooren’s (2007, 2010) conversion career approach is inclusive of a variety of factors
which fit into the context of conversion. These include contingency factors, social factors,
institutional factors, cultural factors, and personality factors. Contingency factors include life
turning points and crises. Social factors include relationship with family, friends, and
interactions with people in the old and new religious cultures. Institutional factors include
doctrinal issues and specific ways in which religious institutions recruit new members. This
factor is reminiscent of the religious competing markets within rational choice theory because it
takes individual preference and belief into account. Cultural factors include governmental as
well as social forces at the national and global level. And finally, personality factors include
pre-dispositions (e.g., openness to religion, spirituality) that may influence one’s direction
toward religious faiths. Personal development could fit into contingency and personality factors.
Gooren (2010) also emphasized the importance of considering divine influence as a factor. All
of the above factors are considered the “context” within which a convert’s agency interacts with
the world.
According to Gooren (2007) the above mentioned factors should be analyzed in religious
conversion research to help researchers identify converts’ shifts in levels of religious activity. In
addition, Gooren (2007) recommended that researchers could distinguish the five levels using
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conversion indicators originally introduced by Snow and Machalek (1983). Snow and Machalek
(1983) described religious conversion as a transformation of one’s “universe of discourse” (p.
265). They claimed that because converts make such a dramatic change that their newfound way
of being will reflect the following attributes: (a) making biographical reconstructions, (b)
adopting a master attribution scheme, (c) suspending analogical reasoning, and (d) embracing the
new role. Making biographical reconstructions is the notion that converts will “retell” their life
experiences from a newly converted perspective (e.g., seeing a higher purpose behind one’s
former experiences). Adopting a master attribution scheme is the idea that the convert will see
the world from the perspective that God is in charge and impacting the events in one’s life.
Suspension of analogical reasoning is the idea that converts who previously reasoned by analogy
will begin to talk instead in metaphor (e.g., God is love). And finally, embracing the new role is
the notion that converts will express enthusiasm for their newfound religion (i.e., actively
participating in recruitment).
Rambo’s process oriented model. Building on Lofland and Stark’s (1965) research,
Rambo (1989) described a seven-stage process model of conversion. Rambo’s theory differs
from typical developmental models because his nonlinear “stages” might better be understood as
“phases” or “facets” that are not “universal, unidirectional, nor invariant, and there is feedback
and dialectic between the stages” (Paloutzian, Richardson, & Rambo, 1999, p.1072). His holistic
model begins with the following assumptions:
It is assumed that (a) conversion is a process, rather than a single event; (b) conversion is
contextual and cannot be extricated from the fabric of relationships, processes, and
ideologies which provide the matrix of religious change; and (c) factors involved in the
conversion process are multiple, interactive, and cumulative. While there are unique
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aspects of conversions, it is assumed that there can be broad descriptions of conversion
that are useful in the comparison and assessment of conversion theories. There is no one
cause of conversion and no one simple consequence of the process. (p. 48)
A brief summary of his seven stages are: (Stage 1) Context, the ecologies within which
the convert interacts; (Stage 2), Crisis, a “disruption” of the convert’s world; (Stage 3), Quest,
the convert exercises his or her agency in seeking new direction; (Stage 4), Encounter, the
convert and members of the new religious group interact with one another; (Stage 5), Interaction,
the convert and religious representative(s) engage in a more complex interaction (this stage may
also include the adoption of new beliefs); (Stage 6), Commitment, the convert makes
commitments that may include leaving aspects of the past behind; and finally, (Stage 7),
Consequences, the convert continues to assess the effects of the new religion and continues to
make decisions about how to proceed. In keeping with Rambo’s model, in this paper the term
conversion refers to a process, rather than a single event (i.e., baptism).
Post-Conversion Changes
If religious conversion is indeed a dramatic change in one’s identity, as according to
Travisano (1978), or a transformation of one’s “universe of discourse”, as according to Snow and
Machalek (1983), then we can expect dramatic changes to occur in the life of the convert postconversion. Mahoney and Pargament (2004) argued that conversion is unique from other types
of personal transformation because conversion involves “the integration of the sacred into the
destinations and pathways” that is adopted by the individual (p. 487). They noted that the speed
in which one undergoes religious conversion (i.e., gradual or sudden) is less impactful on
outcomes than the degree to which one converts.
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Various types of post-conversion changes have been explored in the literature. For
example, Pargament (1997) noted that converts experienced a change in self-definition after
undergoing religious conversion. Paloutzian et al. (1999) examined the impact of religious
conversion on personality. They outlined three levels of personality structure: Level 1 is
described as temperaments and traits; Level 2 includes personal concerns, strivings, etc.; and
Level 3 includes identity, self-definition, and narrative. After reviewing the literature they
argued that religious conversion can have dramatic effects on Level 2 and Level 3 of personality
structure, but that Level 1 most likely remains relatively stable. In a retrospective study of selfidentified converts, Halama and Lačná (2011) tested the changes that converts experienced on
the Big Five personality traits, self-esteem, and meaningfulness in life following conversion.
They found that converts reported several significant personality changes. Levels of self-esteem,
agreeableness, conscientiousness, and extraversion increased, while levels of narcissism
decreased. The converts also reported a significant increase in meaningfulness. These findings
question Paloutzian, et al.’s (1999) argument that personality traits remain stable following
conversion. In a study comparing (a) converts, (b) persons who have undergone gradual
religious change, and (c) persons who have experienced no religious change, Zinnbauer and
Pargament (1998) found that converts and person who have undergone gradual religious change
both reported increases in self-esteem and improvements in self-identity.
Although not specifically focused on converts, Richardson (1995) reviewed literature
assessing the lifestyles and personalities of participants in a number of new religious groups (i.e.,
Rajneesh, Hare Krishna, and the Jesus Movement) and concluded that contrary to research
performed in the 1970s and prevailing stereotypes, participants in new religious movements
generally scored positively on measures of mental health. Examples of positive outcomes
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included: higher levels of perceived social support, lower levels of depression, higher levels of
emotional openness, higher levels of introspection, and lower levels of social anxiety.
These outcomes are consistent with general finding that adaptive forms of spirituality and
religiosity are positively correlated with mental health and wellbeing (see Hackney & Sanders,
2003; Rogers, Skidmore, Montgomery, Reidhead, & Reidhead, 2012; Rowold, 2011; Ryan &
Francis, 2012). Hackney and Sanders (2003) performed a meta-analysis of 34 studies and found
an overall positive relationship between religion and mental health. However, they received
mixed results when the data was separated into three primary distinguishing features of
religiosity: institutional religion, ideology, and personal devotion. Institutional religion as the
primary distinguishing feature of religiosity showed a weak negative correlation with mental
health. Ideology produced a stronger positive correlation, and personal devotion produced the
strongest positive correlation with mental health. These divisions are closely aligned with
Allport’s (1966) classic conception of intrinsic religiosity (i.e., faith is the primary guiding value
of life) vs. extrinsic religiosity (i.e., religious is used for practical purposes and outward
benefits). Ryan and Francis (2012) similarly found that spiritual integration (a construct related
to intrinsic religiosity) is a predictor of mental health.
Research findings also indicate a positive correlation between religious beliefs and strong
marital bonds. In a meta-analysis, Mahoney, Pargament, Tarakeshwar, & Swank (2001) found
that higher levels of religiosity correlate with higher levels of global marital satisfaction.
Spiritual beliefs have been found to increase individual sense of meaning and purpose in
marriage for persons in committed marriages (Mahoney, Pargament, Murray-Swank, & MurraySwank, 2003). Specifically, the belief that one’s marriage is sanctified increases marital
satisfaction and commitment (Lichter & Carmalt, 2009). In addition, marital couples who scored
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higher on religious variables engaged in less conflict and were more likely to forgive and accept
their spouses (Mahoney et al., 1999).
Attachment
The history of attachment research has been described as developing across three phases:
first, the introduction of attachment theory by John Bowlby, second, Mary Ainsworth’s empirical
research and development of the attachment theory, and third, the expansion and application of
attachment theory to adults and relationships across the lifespan (Main, 1996). During the first
phase, John Bowlby (1969/1982) introduced the concept of attachment, explaining that infants
utilize an “attachment behavioral system” to increase proximity with their primary caregiver. He
explained that an infant will perform a system of behaviors (e.g., crying, cooing) to draw
responses from the primary caregiver. Informed by evolutionary theory, Bowlby argued that by
performing attachment behaviors, infants instinctually promote their own survival. His theory
countered the predominant view of his time of secondary-drive theories, or the notion that the
infant-mother bond was motivated through the infant’s hunger drive (Cassidy, 2008). Bowlby
(1980) argued that these secondary-drive theories, promoted by psychoanalysts and social
learning theorists (e.g., Freud, 1957; Sears, Maccoby, & Levin, 1957), provided an oversimplified and inadequate explanation of the infant-caregiver relationship. He noted that infants
and toddlers experience a bond with their caregivers beyond that of feeding, and that if
secondary-drive theory characterized the relationship, small children would experience much
more fluidity in their bonds with adults, depending on who is feeding them.
Mary Ainsworth spearheaded the second phase of attachment research (Main, 1996) and
further developed the notion of attachment by empirically testing the theory and identifying basic
patterns of attachment (Bretherton, 1995). After careful study of infant-mother pairs in Uganda,
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she and colleagues developed the Strange Situation as a technique to observe infants’ reactions
across a series of scenarios (Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, & Wall, 1978). Infants were placed in
an unfamiliar playroom and observed by researchers behind a two-way mirror. The twentyminute observation period consisted of the following situations: First, the mother and infant enter
the room alone. Then a stranger enters the room and interacts with the infant. During this
interaction, the mother leaves the room. After a few moments of alone time with the stranger,
the mother reenters the room. Shortly thereafter, the stranger and mother exit the room together,
leaving the infant alone for a time. Finally, the mother reenters the room and the infant and
mother are reunited.
By structurally observing infants’ reactions in each scenario, Ainsworth et al. (1978)
identified two basic categories of attachment: secure and insecure. Insecure attachments were
divided into two types: avoidant and anxious-ambivalent. Secure infants appeared to view their
mother as a “secure base.” They appeared interested in exploring the room while their mother
was present. After their mother left the room they exhibited distress, and they appeared happy to
reunite with their mothers upon their return. The mothers of secure infants, in turn, appeared
caring and sensitive to their infants’ needs. Ainsworth (1985) described the necessary criteria for
a secure attachment bond to take place. First, one must maintain proximity with the attachment
figure. Second, the attachment figure must be viewed as a secure base of exploratory behavior.
Third, the attachment figure must be seen as a haven of safety. And fourth, one must experience
separation anxiety when removed from the attachment figure.
Avoidant infants appeared disinterested in maintaining proximity with their mothers and
seemed unaffected when their mother’s exited and reentered the room. They often expressed
more interest in the stranger in the room than the mother (Ainsworth et al., 1978). Anxious-
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ambivalent infants exhibited greater levels of pre-separation anxiety, and they exhibited greater
levels of distress once their mothers left the room. Yet, they exhibited ambivalence about their
mothers’ reentry into the room and seemed resistant to reuniting with their mothers (Ainsworth
et al., 1978). Main and Solomon (1990) later identified a fourth basic attachment pattern,
disorganized, to describe infants who did not fit into the previous three categories. Disorganized
infants exhibited inconsistency with their mothers. They appeared unable to approach their
mothers when they were distressed because their mothers appeared distressed as well.
Ainsworth’s original findings have been replicated internationally and the majority of infants
have been found to have secure attachments (Main, 1996). In addition, infants’ patterns of
attachment at 12- and 18-months were found to be significant predictors of similar attachment
patterns at age six (Main & Cassidy, 1988).
Adult Attachment
The third phase of attachment research has been the expansion of attachment to
understanding adult relationships (Main, 1996). Up until 1980, attachment theory was
predominantly used as an explanation for infants’ and young children’s relationships with their
caregivers (Beck, 2006). However, attachment theory has since been noted as a relevant
explanation for the study of relationships across the lifespan (Main, 2000). During the 1990s the
study of adult attachments became one of the most widely published research areas in personality
and social psychology (Simpson & Rholes, 1998).
Bartholomew and Horowitz (1991) found that positive or negative self- and other-models
underlie basic attachment patterns. Secure attachment indicates “a sense of worthiness
(lovability) plus an expectation that other people are generally accepting and responsive”
(Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991, p. 227). Insecure attachment can indicate a combination of
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feelings and perceptions including, “a sense of unworthiness (unlovability)…an expectation that
others will be negatively disposed (untrustworthy and rejecting)…[and] a negative disposition
toward other people” (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991, p. 227). Secure individuals are able to
have intimacy with others while maintaining balance and personal autonomy (Welch & Houser,
2010). (See Figure 1 for a visual depiction of the four-group model.) Dilmaç, Hamarta, and
Arslan (2009) added to this conceptual definition of attachment by researching how locus of
control (see Rotter, 1966) compares to the four-group model of attachment styles. With
participants consisting of 480 undergraduate students, they found that securely attached
individuals had an internal locus of control and insecurely attached individuals had an external
locus of control.
Examples of the many research topics that adult attachment has been applied to include:
marital relationships (Mondor, McDuff, Lussier, & Wright, 2011), cross-cultural patterns (van
Ljzendoorn & Sagi-Schwartz, 2008), lesbian, gay, and bisexual relationships (Wang, Schale, &
Broz, 2010), refugee trauma (De Haene, Grietens, & Verschueren, 2010), elderly parent
caregiving (Bernier & Matte-Gagné, 2011), loss and bereavement (Fraley & Shaver, 1999), and
friendship (Welch & Houser, 2010).
Attachment and Religion
Granqvist and Kirkpatrick (2008) argued that attachment theory can similarly be applied
to the study of religion. They defended the proposition that God can be viewed as an attachment
figure by noting that at the core of most religious beliefs is a desired relationship with God.
They explained that a relationship with God can be similar to a relationship with parental figures
in that God is often viewed as a “haven of safety” (p. 909) and that one’s relationship with God
can provide “a sense of felt security” (p. 911).
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Competing hypotheses: compensation vs. correspondence. Two competing
hypotheses have been used in the literature to describe how religious behaviors relate to
attachment theory: the correspondence hypothesis and the compensation hypothesis (Granqvist
& Kirkpatrick, 2008; Kirkpatrick, 1994; Kirkpatrick & Shaver, 1990). According to the
correspondence hypothesis, human attachment patterns often correspond with patterns of
attachment to deity, and according to the compensation hypothesis, people turn to God to
compensate for the unavailability or loss of a principle attachment figure (Beck, 2006). Thus
from this perspective, God is viewed as a compensatory attachment figure. Although these
hypotheses provide competing explanations, both theories defend the notion that God can be
viewed as an attachment figure (Beck, 2006).
Correspondence hypothesis. Various research studies have supported the
correspondence hypothesis. For example, McDonald, Beck, Allison, and Norsworthy (2005)
found that people who reported coming from homes which were emotionally cold were more
prone to avoid intimacy with God (a characteristic typical of dismissing attachment), and people
who reported coming from rigid authoritarian homes were more likely to experience anxiety
about abandonment from God (a characteristic typical of fearful attachment). Other studies
support the finding that having an anxious attachment with others correlates with having an
anxious attachment to God (Beck & McDonald, 2004; Rowatt & Kirkpatrick, 2002). Beck and
McDonald (2004) tested the Attachment to God Inventory (AGI) with tests of the
correspondence and compensation hypotheses in three different samples. Their results had a
slight lean toward supporting the correspondence hypothesis; however, their results supported
the compensation hypothesis as well. Hart, Limke, and Budd (2010) compared a measure of
adult romantic relationship attachment, the Experiences of Close Relationships (ECR) scale
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(Brennan, Clark, Shaver, Simpson, & Rholes, 1998) with a measure of Fowler’s (2006) stages of
faith development, the Faith Development Scale (Leak, Loucks, & Bowlin, 1999) and they found
that higher anxious attachment correlated with lower stages of faith development. Conversely,
research findings support the notion that secure current attachments correlate with loving
perceptions of God (Brokaw & Edwards, 1994; Hall, Brokaw, Edwards, & Pike, 1998).
The concept of self-esteem is closely related to attachment theory (e.g., Bartholomew &
Horowitz, 1991; Griffin & Bartholomew, 1994). For example, Benson and Spilka (1973) found
self-esteem was positively correlated with a loving image of God, and was negatively correlated
with a harsh and controlling image of God. Edwards (1976) also found self-esteem, along with
emotional stability and an outward focus towards others, to be correlated with a loving God
image. Edwards stated that, “the experience of God as close and loving was positively correlated
with self-esteem and with the interpersonal variables of empathy, dominance, autonomy,
friendly, dominant style, expressed inclusion and expressed affection” (p. 353).
Compensation hypothesis. On the other hand, the compensation hypothesis has also
received support in the literature. In a study of 197 religious and nonreligious participants,
Granqvist (2005) found that individuals with insecure attachment histories reported more
frequent use of religious coping strategies than those with secure attachment histories. Thus,
insecure individuals more often viewed God as a safe haven in stressful situations than
individuals with stronger parental bonds. In another study of 156 university students, a
significantly higher percentage of single students reported a close personal relationship with God
than students who were currently romantically attached (Granqvist & Hagekull, 2000).
Religious conversion: compensation. Much of the support for the compensation
hypothesis comes from research examining the relationship between attachment history and
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religious conversion style. Several studies support the notion that insecure persons are more
likely to experience sudden religious conversion than secure persons (e.g., Granqvist &
Hagekull, 1999; Granqvist & Kirkpatrick, 2004; Kirkpatrick, 1998; Kirkpatrick & Shaver, 1990;
Schnitker, Porter, Emmons, & Barrett, 2012). In a meta-analysis of 11 cross-national studies,
Granqvist and Kirkpatrick (2004) found that individuals who experienced rapid religious
conversion were significantly more likely to have an insecure attachment history than individuals
who converted more slowly. Simliarly, Schnitker, et al. (2012) studied the before and after
narratives of 240 adolescents attending summer religious camps and found that participants who
rated themselves insecurely attached were more likely to experience a sudden religious
conversion, whereas participants who rated themselves as securely attached were more likely to
experience a gradual religious conversion. Kirkpatrick (1998) performed a longitudinal study
examining religious change in college students and found that female students with
preoccupied/ambivalent attachment patterns were the most likely to experience a religious
conversion over the period of time being studied. Preoccupied/ambivalent attachment was
related to a negative view of the self and a positive perception of others. From this view it is
easy to conceptualize how this attachment pattern will be most adaptable to a religious
conversion, because people with this attachment style are unhappy with themselves and willing
to trust others, or this case, God.
Clarifying mixed results. Although the compensation and correspondence hypotheses
appear to be mutually exclusive, both have received support in the literature. Hall, Fujikawa,
Halcrow, and Hill (2009) argued that this mixed evidence is the result of an unclear
compensation model and an overly simplified explanation of spirituality in the literature. They
outlined and labeled three variants of the compensation model in the literature which were
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previously undistinguished: (a) explicit religious compensation—people with insecure
attachments tend to be more religious than those with secure attachments; (b) motivational
correspondence—people with insecure attachments tend to use religiosity as a means of affect
regulation more frequently than people with secure attachments; and (c) religious change
correspondence—people with insecure attachments are more likely to experience a sudden
religious conversion or change than those with secure attachments. They pointed out that there is
strong evidence in support of the second and third variations of the compensation model, but
only mixed support for the first variation. Additionally, Hall et al. (2009) criticized previous
research on religiosity and attachment arguing that religiosity measures were oversimplified.
They suggested that religiosity should be considered both on implicit (i.e., one’s relationship
with God) and explicit levels (i.e., outward behaviors and conscious beliefs). They proposed and
found support for the notion that implicit levels of spirituality correspond with adult romantic
attachments, and explicit levels of spirituality serve as compensation for adults with insecure
attachments.
Attachment Post-Religious Conversion
As illustrated earlier, a significant amount of research is dedicated to the study of how
one’s attachment style or one’s attachment history impacts one’s religious conversion (e.g.,
Granqvist & Hagekull, 1999; Granqvist & Kirkpatrick, 2004; Kirkpatrick, 1998; Kirkpatrick &
Shaver, 1990). On the other hand, very little research has been devoted to individual changes in
attachment that occur after religious conversion. However, two dissertations provide notable
exceptions. Loewen (2009) performed a qualitative study with married adult converts who
converted to the same religion as their spouse. The researcher explored the converts’ marital
experiences and motivation for marriage. A significant finding of this research which relates to
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the present study is that converts felt that their marriages were positively influenced by the new
religious values they had embraced. Several converts in this study also reported that they felt
increased commitment to their spouses because of their faith.
In a qualitative study, Warner (2006) explored the nature of the father/son relationship
before and after the father’s Christian conversion. One of the themes of this study was that the
father/son relationship improved after the father’s conversion. The researcher noted that this
improvement seemed to be related to an increased self-and other-awareness of both the fathers
and sons following the fathers’ conversion. The researcher noticed the following improvements
in the father/son relationship: (a) an increase in the quality and quantity of time spent together;
(b) an increase in emotional and physical affection; (c) an increase in open, considerate and
softened conversation; and, (d) a shift in the father’s leadership role with his son. In other words,
fathers seemed more thoughtful about the influence they had on their sons, and sons seemed
more appreciative and accepting of their fathers’ influence.
In addition to an improved relationship among fathers and sons, participants also reported
improved relationships among other family members for both the fathers and sons. Participants
noted both improved changes in family structure (e.g., shifts in family member roles,
expectations) and improved changes in family environment (e.g., new feelings of mutual
acceptance, willingness to serve each other, etc.). Fathers also reported experiencing changes
with others outside the family, notably: (a) increased awareness of others; (b) desires to have a
positive impact on others; and, (c) closer bonds with others, particularly in the faith community.
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Consent to be a Research Subject
Introduction
You are being asked to participate in a study being conducted by Drs. Kristin Hansen, Marleen S. Williams and
Steve Smith at Brigham Young University. We are gathering information related to new converts’ experience with
their new religion following conversion. You are being asked to participate given that you did not grow up in the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints and converted to this religious faith as a teenager, young adult or adult.
Procedures
You will be asked several open-ended questions about your personal experiences. The interview will last anywhere
from 30-60 minutes depending on how much you want to share. It will be tape-recorded and then transcribed. We
will be assigning your interview a number. In this way your identifying information can be kept confidential and it
will not be reported in the results.
Risks/Discomforts
There are minimal risks for participation in this study. However, you may feel emotional discomfort when
answering questions about personal experiences and beliefs. The interviewer will be sensitive to any discomfort and
not push to express any experiences you do not feel comfortable sharing. If you are concerned about the questions or
your responses, you may contact Dr. Hansen at the number listed below.
Benefits
There are no direct benefits to subjects. However, it is hoped that through your participation, this research can help
others better understand the experience of new converts.
Confidentiality
All information provided will remain confidential and will only be reported as group data with no identifying
information. Tapes made during the interviews will be destroyed after transcripts are made, and transcripts will be
stored for five years in a locked file cabinet. Only those directly involved with the research will have access to the
transcripts.
Compensation
Participants will receive $10 for participating in this study.
Participation
Participation in this research study is voluntary. You have the right to withdraw at anytime or refuse to participate
entirely without jeopardy to your standing with the university. We may like to follow up with you at a future date.
Please initial here if you are ok being contacted at a future date: __________.
Questions about the Research
If you have questions regarding this study, you may contact Dr. Kristin Hansen at (801) 422-1298, email:
Kristin_hansen@byu.edu.
Questions about your Rights as Research Participants
If you have questions you do not feel comfortable asking the researcher, you may contact Dr. Renea Beckstrand,
IRB Chair, 422-3873, 422 SWKT, renea_beckstrand@byu.edu.
I have read, understood, and received a copy of the above consent and desire of my own free will to participate in
this study.
Signature:

Date:

